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Electrical power grid

Along with the installation of central electric power sources capable of power production and
electric appliances there has appeared a need to evolve a reliable system providing electric
power transmission from its source to appliances.
With further development there has also showed a need for gradual unification of power
transmission system – so called grids/networks. In 2016 the national consumption in the
Czech Republic (CZ) was 6 137 kWh per person.
Electric power grid is important to view as a unit of individual mutually inter-connected
electric stations, outdoor and cable lines intended for transmission and distribution of electric
power.
Power industry standards and regulations divide electric voltage according to its height into
the following voltage ranges:







ELV
LV
MV
HV
EHV
UHV

Extra low voltage, does not exceed 50 V
Low voltage, in the range 50-1000 V
Medium voltage, in the range 1000-52 kV
High voltage, in the range 52-300 kV
Extra high voltage, in the range 300 kV-800 kV
Ultra high voltage, exceeds 800 kV

From the above stated ranges there are mostly used these voltages in the distribution systems
of CZ:







0,4 kV - DS (it is 400 V phase to phase voltage and it corresponds to 230 V of phase
voltage)
22 kV DS
35 kV DS
110 kV DS and TS
220 kV PS
400 kV PS

DS means distribution system and TS transmission system
TS: Transmission system is a system of devices which provides electric power transmission
from producers to users. That means transmission on large scales from big sources (power
stations) to big distribution points. Transmission system could be compared, as for its
importance, to a motorway network – it forms the backbone of electric power transmission
and provides transmission at long distances and in high quantities.
TS: A part of distribution network from distribution points to each user, for example to
households or companies, is called electric power distribution and its corresponding devices
are the distribution system.
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Reliability and quality of power supplies
Reliability and quality of electric power supplies is one of the leading questions of the
contemporary power engineering and its securing belongs among the chief goals. All
independent market participants are participating in it i.e. producers, transmission system
operators (TSO), distribution system operators (DSO), electric power dealers, or end
customers.
This theme is very topical for still deepening reliance of users on electric devices as well as
for fast development of dispersed electric power production, predominantly from renewable
energy sources. The technical evolution is more and more often bringing the use of nonlinear
devices and equipment with changeable operational attributes.
The contemporary power engineering is facing brand new challenges for which the present
systems and grids have not been made. One reason is, for example, a negative impact which
has been caused by the development and support of „green energy“ in whole Europe and with
this closely connected boom of decentralized sources connected into the low-voltage
networks, non-standard direction of energy flow outputs from lower to higher voltage ranges,
or so called „loop flows“ caused by constructing wind mills in the North Sea.
When solving these questions we are more and more meeting with constructing so called
„smart grids“ which are supposed to eliminate the majority of negative impacts and enable
even a higher integration of decentralized power sources into the whole system including a
possibility of electric power accumulation. There have still not been found solutions to many
questions which this change in power engineering will bring. In this context it is important to
bring the attention to the matter of reliability and supply quality which can be influenced by
the integration of great number of new elements into the system. At the same time there
should not be forgotten interests and needs of electric power users because as a result just they
will pay for the investment in the cost of distributed power.
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Conception and benefits of smart grids

One of the main reasons for introducing the SMART technology (i.e. „smart“ power supplies
from producer to user) is the fact that electric power from centralized sources is being to a
large extent complemented from MicroSources (small decentralized electric power production
units mostly from renewable energy sources, for example solar, hydro and wind power
stations). This phenomenon we call decentralization of power engineering. Decentralization in
power engineering and following development of local distribution networks, naturally, bring
new requirements. At the same time there is some pressure put on the general decrease in
emission level and mainly in Europe everything is heading towards a radical reduction on coal
or nuclear power engineering operation.
Electric power supplies from renewable energy sources have, due to its dependency on
weather, inconsistent nature and therefore the implementation and use of Smart Grids will be
inevitable in the near future. It is necessary to provide a high-quality integration of production
from small power sources connected to distribution network. The typical representatives are
small solar power stations on roofs of family houses which partially cover the consumption of
households.
It is obvious that this trend will be strengthening in the future. According to the International
Energy Agency, by 2030 the share of electric power from renewable sources on totally
produced electric power will have risen from present 13% to 26%. The predictions of the
European Commission also show that by 2020 the capacity of decentralized production, in
terms of the European Union, will have been increased by 400% and will have reached up to
10% share of the total production capacity. Integration of such a high number of decentralized
power generators into the distribution grid will bring along new demands on its operation and
overall arrangement.
It brings also a change in demands and expectations of power users related to the possibility
actively check their power consumption and their requirements of made to measure electricity
rate which meet their needs. In many European countries there is an active support from the
side of local energy regulators through preference or demanding the installation of „smart
meters“ (digital meters capable of two-side remote communication and continual measuring
of electric power flow). As an example, we can mention Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden
where the area-wide installation of these meters have been put into practice.
The conception of Smart Grids is often incorrectly mistaken for an installation of smart
measuring at a place of power take-off. The reality is substantially more complicated and
smart measuring is only one of the other important parts of the system. It is more about
extensive automation of different voltage levels and creation of communication infrastructure.
Smart Grids is a conceptual component of SMART technology. Besides, the implementing of
Smart Grids conception does not have clear rules (in power engineering of EU there are quite
different conditions and individual Smart Grid technologies are being implemented at unlike
pace). It is clear that nothing needs to be rushed and, therefore, at present the power
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engineering predominantly deals with further development and testing of suitable
technologies. The conception of Smart comprises these fields:








2.1

SG - Smart Grids: Smart (intelligent) distribution networks,
SM - Smart Meters: intelligent measuring of qualities forms the core of Smart Grids,
SH - Smart Home: intelligent home is for better use of energy at the place of
consumption,
SB - Smart Building: intelligent modern buildings include complex mechanical
devices, a sophisticated control system and a set of functions which provide safety,
comfort and productivity,
SC - Smart City: use of modern technologies, mainly informative for influencing life
quality and infrastructure in a town,
Super grid: European network of high-voltage alternating current transmission (600
kV, 800 kV) for transmission of power from OZE to a place of take-off.
Traditional distribution grids

A traditional distribution grid is characterized by centralized electric power production. Power
flow is conducted from generation to a user; the communication is one-way. The system is
almost without monitoring with minimal amount of sensors and inclination to faults and
power failures, restarting of power supplies is mostly manual.
While the traditional network conception counts with controllable production and only
partially with „predictable“ consumption. In the past the electric power flew only in one way
which means from power stations to the users. However, at present, when alternative power
sources are producing still growing quantity of renewable power, electric power enters the
power grid from many places, including distribution grids (so called distributed generation).
However, the present transmission grids are not constructed for such multilateral power flows.
2.2

Smart grids

Smart grids (hereinafter referred to as SG) are automated electric power and communication
power lines which enable regulated production and consumption of electric power in real time
on a local as well as a global scale. Industrial and public buildings will change into active
participants in the electric power market. The changes will also effect electric power
generation, consumption and storage.
A part of production will be unpredictable after a larger connection of renewable sources and
on the contrary a part will be controllable. Its principal represents an interactive bilateral
communication between power generation sources and power users or appliances about the
contemporary power production and consumption possibilities.
2.3

Typology of customers

The contemporary changes in power engineering are also supported by wishes of electric
power consumers for increased freedom and independence when making decisions about
4

providing their own power needs. The needs of every customer can be rather different and
power engineering is here to satisfy all of them and therefore we divide them into two groups:
A. PROSUMERS - power consumers who have their own power generator installed.
Capital spreading of prosumers has been coming out of the situation when customers
installed their generating device in the place of power take-off with a goal to gain an
advantage or more precisely subsequent benefits arising from a received grant (so
called „economically motivated prosumer“) depending on the law about supported
power sources. However, with development of technologies there should rather appear
(so called „self-motivated„ that means a power consumer who is naturally
economically (without artificial grants, without state or public financial support)
motivated to install his own generating device into his place of power take-off.
However, the implementation of SG will not be for free and their users, predominantly
prosumers, will have to fairly participate in the expenditures.
B. CONSUMERS – still a wide range of customers who prefer simplicity expressed by
words „without worries“. For these customers power engineering keeps „the simple“
world in which they do not have to worry about electric power that much.
Advantages of implementing SG for power distributors
Full connection automation of digital checking and control system. A distributor has an
immediate overview of distribution grid state and manages to efficiently connect alternative
power sources and beneficially combine them with traditional sources. A smart grid identifies
an overload in the distribution network and through redirecting of the power flow decreases
the overload in a certain point and on the contrary the abundant power somewhere stores
„accumulate“. This way it prevents a power failure in that area. At the same time it is
monitoring actions and technical condition of distribution network, solving faults and power
failures and giving incentives for distribution network reconstruction.
Smart meters are capable of detecting an unauthorized manipulation attempt, they serve as a
crime and loss prevention. The measured figures are read automatically and remote
controlled, there is no need for coming at the place of power take-off.
Remote control of meters enables immediate disconnection in case of a natural disaster,
reduction of maximal output, change of electricity rates etc.
Controlling variable qualities in real time. One of the key elements is therefore multi-utility
measuring – a system of smart measuring for power engineering can be with low
expenditures extended to collect measured values from water meter, gas meter etc. These data
are immediately sent to the power supplier who is this way informed about the power
demands of every customer.
Forced power take-off reduction through the limitation on so called safe minimum which is
a marginal safety measure in an emergency situation when there is a danger of widespread
black out.
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Advantages of implementing SG for Customers
Customer (end-user) has an access to the data and according to them he can adjust his
behaviour and as a final consequence he can make a saving on energies. SG communicates
with a customer in real time and optimizes his consumption with regard to electric power
price and environmental burden. It enables the capability of better integrating renewable
power sources. The distribution system is becoming an information highway which allows
households to have appliances turned on in time when the prices of electric power are low.
Autonomous operations will be used and evolved by companies and local units for which
cogeneration unit could mean the solution of problem with heat and power supplies. There
will be needed new tools which would enable the subjects in charge, for example distribution
companies, to control the system.
Increasing power efficiency will be possible to reach the way that the data from the
distribution grid will be integrated directly in technological applications. Electric power
consumers can reduce their electric power expenditures with the help of Smart Home Systems
interconnected with smart measuring so that big appliances as hot water tanks, washing
machine, dishwasher, etc. switch on only in time of electric power surplus and use the cheap
electricity rates. In the evolution of SG an important role plays intelligent appliances.
Wider offer of electricity rates a possibility to take-off electric power in time when it is
cheap – appliances will know directly from the grid what is the present electric power price.
The shift of electric take-off into a lower rate should be managed automatically by washing
machines, freezers, dryers or for example by dish washers. Low rates will be suitable even for
recharging of electric cars. On the other hand, in time of high rates there will be a part of
energy taken from car batteries charged up with cheap electric power. This storage
(accumulation) of electric power will be a key for SG success.
Production and selling of electric power enables connection of, for example, solar and wind
power plants, gas micro-turbine and other generating technologies. That gives an opportunity
to customers producing electric power from their own sources and to sell surpluses into the
power grid.
A change of electric power supplier is easy to be done online and practically at any time.
Local energy sources
There is an increasing number of customers who are interested in installation or operation of a
local energy source or distribution network and they want to use the energy efficiently and
economically. The technological progress, better accessibility and lowering administrative
and legislative barriers will bring a further development of these devices in the next years.
The proof of this assertion is the fact that all the big power companies in the CZ, as ČEZ, EON, INNOGY, PRE and others offer the installation and subsequent operation of small (local)
power sources, especially cogeneration units, solar power plants and other related
technologies. The financial payback period of a small solar power station with a battery
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system and with the use of grant program, set up in 2017 is about 14 years. A definite
turnover will come on our market with an affordable price (ca. -50% of contemporary price)
and efficient battery. There is invested enormous money into its development. These more
effective batteries are to appear in 3-5 years according to experts and their prognosis.
In relation to the properties and advantages there is expected a future boom (expected within
10 years) of small household solar power stations. Prices of their technologies and
construction have recorded radical decrease lately and on the contrary there has been rising
their reliability. For strengthening of this field there are also important more advanced
technologies, from using a diamond saw which more efficiently cuts boards for better solar
cells which can change sunlight into electricity more effectively. For the purpose of saving the
field also makes use of the range and production experience from more than 10-year boom of
solar energy. All that is supported by the grant programs and, probably, by higher final
electric take-off price in the future.
These small electricity producers will appreciate so called “net metering”. If a customer
immediately does not use the electric power generated at home, it will serve for some
business purposes of traders. They “will return” it in the agreed way at the time when “the
home generation” does not cover customer´s needs. In that case the customer will not pay for
the electricity as a commodity, but he will pay only the regulated part for distribution related
to the amount of energy which “will flow over” from the distribution system into his place of
take-off.
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Architecture of SG network in CZ
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Inovative distribution technologies

Power engineering has still been changing and new technologies are playing an important part
more and more. It is a long-term and permanent goal of power engineering to use the
innovative technologies from the perspective of future development of the system and with
this related optimization of expenditures.
3.1

CPC - Combined power cable 1-AYKY-J-O

In the CZ there has had the biggest experience with plastic combined power cable up to 1kV
the company PREdistribuce, a.s. (hereinafter referred to as PREdi). Communication metallic
and fibre-optic cables form the backbone layer for the data communication of PRE Group. In
the cable lines of PREdi there can be found two ways of standard for placement of fibre-optic
cables. The first option is CSW (Combined Shielded Wire) on the lines of 110 kV and the
second option is OPGW (Optical Ground Wire) in the pipe HDPE with external diameter 40
mm. A next possible option for spreading the network of fibre-optic cables and fibres appears
to be a combination of low-voltage power cable and an inserted microduct. The first step for
real use of CPC in practice has been a modification of initial power cable 1-AYKY-J. The
cable producer has given a new form to the cable with the microduct which is placed in the
middle of cable. The cable is marked as 1-AYKY-J-OT 3 x 240 mm2+ 120 mm2.
Realization of CPC Installation
Under the realization of piloting project there has been made cable installations in two
sections according to the planned lengths. The termination of power cable in the connection
and disconnection boxes is made in a standard way. The microduct is attached to the preready holders. In cooperation with the producers of cable boxes (Esta Ivančice) there have
been made modifications in construction, namely bringing out the microducts and the
attachment of optical connection. There have been also made the safety shields for covering 1
kV live power parts which will serve for the safety of operators when working with the
optical system (for example, during fitting of optical connection etc.) In all connection and
disconnection boxes on the line there has been made the direct interconnection of microducts
and this way there have been formed two lines of transmission system. One is 550 meter long
and the second is 700 meter long. For the calibration and pressure resistance there have been
covered the micro-cables into the interjointed ducts which are in the area of terminating TS
ended in the fibre-optical switchboard.
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Combined power cable 1-AYKY-J-OT

Cable box with a safety shield
Source: PREdistribuce, a.s.

3.2

Three-core medium voltage cables

The three-core cables for underground installation are made with the high resistant XLPE
insulation. The cables are simply installed with the classical method and they are highly
suitable for the cable laying machines – for ploughing or for laying cables without sand. This
three-core construction provides lower current losses in comparison to some single-core
cables.
The three-core cables are suitable for using in places where is a shortage of space for laying
the classical single-core plastic cables. For example, it can be laying down the cables in
collectors. The disadvantage of these cables lies in the more demanding repair, more
complicated manipulation during the laying and the absence of shielding of every cable.
Types of Three-core cables
AXAL-TT PRO is a three-core cable with the high resistance sheath, aluminium cable and
aluminium shielding placed in the conductive profile. It is suitable for the installation by
ploughing, or laying without sand. They are produced with the cross-section of 3×25 – 3x240
mm2. A special version of the cable is made with the cross-section up to 3x400 mm2.
AXCEL-LT is a three-core underground cable which is suitable for placing in the ground, in
the cable bedding, on the cable trays and under water. The cable is made with the aluminium
conductor, XLPE insulation, copper wire shielding and the PE sheath. They are produced with
the cross-section of 3×50/16 up to 3×240/35 mm2.
AXCES+O is a hot new product. It is a universal three-core cable with the optical channel
Microduct for the optical microcable with the maximal number of 24 fibres. It is intended for
the outdoor, underground and underwater installation. It is produced with the cross-section of
3×95/25 mm2.
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AXAL-TT PRO

AXCEL-LT

AXCES+O

(Source: Enslo)

3.3

Technology of LLW

LLW – live-line working are all works when a person intentionally gets in touch with some
conductive parts or gets into the safety clearance with the body parts, equipment or tools, or
with the subjects he is operating with.
LLW has a long-term tradition in the Czech Republic and it is a common part of the
distribution system. LLW is used in the distribution companies for the maintenance and repair
of devices, connecting consumers and last but not least as the important tool for lowering the
level of power supply interruption index (SAIFA, SAIDI). With coming of SG there is even
this field beginning to adjust itself to the actual needs of network providers. However, there is
needed a cooperation with the producers of SG devices to ensure the LLW installation
methods were safe and functional.
LV LLW - live-line working on low-voltage devices is currently provided by over 3 000
trained fitters. In terms of preparing for SG there have been installed the devices MEg 40/S3
in the chosen DTS in the ČEZ Company. This device was produced with respect to the needs
of LV LLW.
MV LLW - live-working on high voltage devices are in all respects more demanding and are
used mainly with the outdoor MV networks. In the Czech Republic MV LLW is used by ČEZ
and E-ON. They have the specially trained groups of fitters (MN LLW groups) for these
purposes. There is a high potential for installation of various SG elements.
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One of the examples is the installation of electronic short-circuit indicators of the current that
flows through – Navigator-LM. The innovation is not the product itself, but the fact that it is
possible to install the device by the LLW method safely and without any adjustments.

Installation of the short-circuit indicators by the contact
working method on the outdoor power line of 22kV
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Installation of the short-circuit indicators with the
insulated stick on the outdoor power line of 22 kV

4

Future development and realization of SG in the CZ

4.1

Origin of NAP SG

From the previous chapter it arises that the introduction of SG has some positives, but also
some negatives and there are also many opponents from the ranks of electrical engineering
experts. At present SG is seen only as a concept, not as a compulsory set of functions.
Nevertheless, there is necessary a gradual implementation of SG concept when regarding the
electrical engineering sector. In 2015 The Ministry of Industry and Trade (hereinafter MIT)
made “The National Action Plan for Smart Grid (hereinafter NAP SG)” for the period 2015 –
2020 with a view till 2040. In this chapter we will pattern on this plan.
The worked out NAP SG is based on one of the priorities of the Updated State Energy
Concept of the Czech Republic (hereinafter ASEK) and it is connected with the conception of
network infrastructure development for providing the reliable and safe operation with the
required developing of power grid.
The measures are related to the following areas:







4.2

renovation and development of the means to remotely control the consumption,
distributed energy production and accumulation on the basis of SG and smart
measuring principals,
development of the systems and tools for controlling the electrical grid efficiently
using the new technologies (smart grids), supporting the development of distributed
generation and centralized accumulation systems,
providing the development of infrastructure, widening the possibilities for controlling
the consumption by customers on the low-voltage level as a part of SG systems,
implementation of the technologies for effective control of reliability and use of the
grids.
Expected future development and SG realization in the CZ

The NAP SG expects a gradual implementation of smart grids and further measures in several
stages. The investments into the smart grids are the investments into the infrastructure and
they will reflect themselves into the regulated item of electricity price. Therefore there is a
need for adjusting the way and speed of SG implementation to the benefits for consumers.
The period by 2019
By the end of 2019 there will have been finished the needed analysis. There will have been
actualized the plan of SG realization in the CZ and evaluated the piloting projects.
In electrical engineering there is the balance in surplus and there are expected no problems.
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There will have been established the system of “simplified connecting” of small sources (the
sources for electric power production which are connected into the ES of the CZ and not
supplying into the grid).
There will have been created the legislative and technical conditions for the possibility to run
small energy sources up to 10kW for covering own consumption of costumers without a need
for owning a license for electric power production.
On the basis of customer wishes to pay more costs there will have been possible to provide a
meter AMM/AMR which communicates via GPRS and there will have been finished the
technical solutions of ways to provide the measured data to a customer in the place of takeoff.
By the end of 2019 there will have been upgraded the system of providing information in the
electronic way about some planned interruptions of operation and finished the installation of
apps for sending automatic messages to customers in case of a fault and some emergency
states of the ES in the CZ.
By the end of 2019 there is not expected a substantial change in the area of HDO (control
system of mass remote control) for switching the rates and controlling of appliances. It is
expected further use of HDO in the area of solving emergency states in the ES in the CZ.
The period from 2020 to 2024
In this period there will be started controlled using of AMM/AMI as a necessary component
of SG realizations. At the end of this time there should be placed with the technology
AMM/AMI ca 30% of take-off spots in the LV networks (in MV networks all) and with
communication covering ca 60 % of the LV networks.
There will be also initiated a transition from the function connected with switching the rates
or from switching of appliances by direct control with HDO signal to the control by means of
new technologies. There will be the HDO signal used for the fast interventions in emergency
situations in the ES in the CZ or if needed also for switching of appliances (heating).
By 2024 there will have been finished the implementation of remote pole switch control
systems in the present MV networks and there will have been made a new conception of
operational measuring in the defined nodes and complemented the missing telemetry mainly
in the MV networks.
By 2024 there will have been started the first stage of LV network automation.
At the end of this era there can be expected the development of accumulating devices for
energy accumulation needs of the intermittent energy sources. There will have been set the
rules for battery using, or eventually for the exchange of electric car batteries for the control
power in terms of the DS.
In this period there can be expected a substantial spreading of electromobility.
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The development and renovation of the DS are done in accord with the approved SG
project:






LV – the ring circuit cable power lines in densely populated areas, the lattice network
except for the radial networks in sparsely populated regions, gradual implementation
of automation elements (controlling, indication of measuring),
MV – the ring circuit power lines (in densely populated areas the cable one) except for
the radial networks in sparsely populated regions, complementing telemetry, a high
level of automation with the remote control of pole switches and remote controlled
distributing transformation stations in the densely populated regions.
HV – distribution of the bridged and parallel operations, the ring circuit power lines
with fibre-optic networks (in the densely populated areas the cable one), remote
controlled transformers from the central control rooms, a new generation of protection,
using WAMS technologies (measuring of phasors).

The period from 2025 to 2029
At the end of this time there can be expected finishing of the area implementation of
AMM/AMI. There should be practically placed 100% of them at the places of take-off.
There will have been finished the automation of DTS, including the implementation and use
of new algorithms for controlling them.
We are expecting a substantial discount of production and accumulation technologies and the
implementation of OZE capacities, which will be made in the course of this period, into the
market without support.
There is expected a gradual spreading of accumulation. Using of accumulation will be
standing entirely on the market value basis without price regulatory interventions, with the
exception for the possible use of accumulation for voltage stabilization in the LV grid.
The number of electric cars is reaching hundreds of thousands (the charging power is in terms
of hundreds of MW) that evokes increased demands on the distribution network. The
demands will be solved by the standard reinforcement of network or alternatively by
introducing the system for charging power controlling (for example on the grounds of charged
service in terms of a tariff system).
The period from 2030 to 2040
If there are not build up new sources of energy in the field of the power industry to replace the
shut-down-part of the nuclear power plant Dukovany and the coal production slowdown, there
will not be provided the adequate production capacity, that means the
production/consumption balance and the power proportionality. The CZ will be an import
country.
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The model of power system and market is utterly changed. The operation have to be “fully”
automated. The traditional production, accumulation and partially a big part of consumption
have to automatically react on the production from RES.
There are commonly used the technologies for electric power accumulation from intermittent
energy sources to the extent needed.
There is finished the transition of the functions connected with switching the tariffs or by
switching appliances from the HDO system to the control by the new technologies (including
AMM/AMI).
The signal HDO will be still used in parallel with the new technologies and for some quick
operation interventions to prevent and solve some special states in the electric power system
of the CZ.
There will be gradually finished the automation of LV networks.
SGs (including AMM/AMI and follow-up communication and information systems) are fully
in operation and use.
By the end of this period the installed capacity of distributed generation will have reached
9 667 MW (hydro energy 1 100 MW, PVE 5 884 MW, wind energy 1 146 MW,
microgeneration 910 MW, biogas and waste gas 604 MW and geothermal sources 23 MW).
Integration of this power into the power system will not be possible to carry out without
further measures as are the accumulation and using of distributed generation and consumption
for the system balance controlling. The electric power distribution and electric power
transmission network will require a higher “intelligence”, the widespread use of SGs will be
necessary.
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5

Energy from Renewable sources

Electric power generation is ceasing to be fully controlled by the demand and consumption
and in the area of RES (renewable energy sources) it depends more and more on the nature.
The integration of these decentralized sources can be solved by conventional ways, namely by
the power technology, or by a suitable combination of conventional solutions with new
technologies which come under the SG conception.
In the portfolio of energy sources, which are used in the Czech Republic, has RES its
irreplaceable place. However, RES can be considered as a complement to the conventional
energy sources in the natural conditions of the Czech Republic. The reason is predominantly
the complicated production regulation of these sources and the risks connected with
overloading of the electric power transmission and distribution networks. At the same time
these sources are not sufficiently competitive in the market conditions whose expensive
support reflects itself in rising electricity prices.
The share of RES on the gross production of electricity was 11% in 2016. Further use of RES
can help to fulfil the national goal – to cover 13% of total electric power consumption by
renewable energy sources in 2020. However, the national energy strategy relies on the fact
that in 2040 could renewable energy sources provide one fourth of all energy.
In the CZ there belong to RES:





use of water/hydro energy,
wind,
solar light,
biogas and biomass.

RES can be divided into controllable and uncontrollable according to the fact if they are
weather dependent or not.

Controllable renewable energy sources
Hydro power plants – the hydro power plants by some dams or water reservoirs are well
controllable, the hydro power plants on rivers are less. Generally, hydro power plants can be
considered as a controllable and stable renewable energy source.
Biogas power plants – biogas power stations are a controllable and very stable renewable
energy source. Biogas is released continuously from biomass when it decomposes and drives
this way a cogeneration unit – a combustion engine producing electricity and heat more than
8 000 hours a year. A biogas station can supply power into the electric power distribution
network day and night not depending on the current weather.
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Uncontrollable renewable energy sources
Wind power plants - wind power plants supply energy into the grid in dependence on
weather conditions.
Solar power plants – solar power plants represent an unstable energy source because they
supply energy only by daylight and unevenly in dependence on the motion of clouds and
current temperature and etc.

The renewable energy source with the highest energy potential used in the Czech power
industry is water. From the viewpoint of further development the highest chance is given to
biomass burning, predominantly to wood waste and other plant products of forest and
agricultural origin. The majority of power plants, mainly focused on heating, enable rather
successful biomass burning in a mix with coal. In common operation there is currently used
burning of pure biomass.
From the viewpoint of “home” use, small solar power plants will be the most spread ones
because of their qualities and low acquisition costs.
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5.1

Small hydro power plants - SHPP

Hydro power plants can be constructed from the smallest run-of-river hydro power plants with
the power of tens kW up to the megalomaniac water dams with the power of thousands MW.
They stand out for fast getting into their full power and can serve as a source for starting the
whole power system after a blackout. No other energy source can boast of similar total energy
transformation efficiency (80 – 90 %).
In the Czech Republic there are not the ideal conditions for construction of big water works
mainly because of insufficient incline and amount of water. The share of hydro power plants
on the whole energy generation is thus rather low and there are rather used their capacities to
get at high power and their beneficial impact on the electric power system regulation.
Hydro power plants in the Czech Republic
In the Czech Republic there are 9 large hydro power plants in operation (installed power
exceeds 10 MW) with the total installed power of 753 MW and 1 614 small hydro power
plants (SHPP) with the total installed power of 348 MW. Except for the traditional hydro
power stations there are run 3 pumped storage hydro plants with the total installed power of
1 175 MW. In the CZ the share of water energy on the gross electric power production
was 2 % in 2016.
Types of hydro power plants according to their installed power




Small hydro power plants (SHPP) – up to 10 MW
Medium hydro power plants – up to 100 MW
Large – exceed 100 MW

Operation of hydro power plant
In comparison with other RES there are high operation costs (often there is needed permanent
operation, service and care about adjoining watercourses). There is a need to change often
various parts of technology and in the middle of lifelong period of SHPPs (after 15 years)
there are needed general repairs.
5.2

Wind energy - WE

Construction of the first wind plants in the Czech Republic began in the 1980´s. At present
there are run small private and big wind plants at roughly one hundred places. Using of wind
as a renewable energy source is ecological and in the long term sustainable way of energy
production. To make the operation more efficient and cut down the costs on the projecting
and construction the big plants gather into groups (usually of 5-30 turbines), so called wind
farms.
In the Czech Republic the potential of wind energy is estimated 4 000 GWh a year. It is about
4% of the total power consumption. In 2016 the WE share on the gross power production in
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the CZ was 1 %. It is obvious that the wind plants will not play an important role in the
energy industry of the CZ.
Possibilities of use
Big facilities in the form of wind farms supply power into the grid. Small facilities can serve
even for supplying remote objects with energy, especially those which are not connected to
the grid – chalets, ships etc.
Autonomous „household“ systems
The systems which are not dependent on the distribution grid (grid-off), which means they are
autonomous, serve to the objects which do not have a possibility to be connected to the
distribution grid. There are used the micro power plants with the power of 0.1-5 kW. A part of
autonomous systems are accumulators and controlling electrical components. The
autonomous system is usually complemented of photovoltaic panels for summer season when
there is less wind, but more sun. It is conceptually necessary these objects to be equipped with
the energy saving appliances.
For the home use there is a problem with wind power plants (WPP) the sufficient wind speed.
Small machines start working from the speed about 4 m/s (14.4 km/h), but their output power
is very small. The wind energy increases with the cube of speed so that for example the wind
of 5 m/s speed has twice more energy than at the speed of 4 m/s. However, the problem is too
high speed of wind – at the speed about 20 m/s there is usually necessary to stop the turbine
(stop the mill) to prevent an accident. The maximal (specific) output power reaches the power
plant at the speed of wind about 10 or sometimes at 15 m/s – according to the type and
producer. That strong wind blows only rarely. Therefore a wind plant will run with lower
output power most of the time.
The price of energy gained from the autonomous system is quite high. It is usually higher than
the price of the power gained from the grid. Such a power plant, the connecting cable and the
accumulators for heating (or electric power) mean an investment in hundreds of thousands
CZK. A certain obstacle is even a small offer of plants with output power from 5-50 kW.
5.3

Photovoltaic power plants - PPP

Use of solar energy belongs to the cleanest and the most environment-friendly ways of
electric power production. The direct change of sunlight into electric power provides
photovoltaic power plants. The contemporary solar systems enable to gain from one meter of
active area up to 110 kW of electric power a year. In our conditions where the sun does not
shine all year long the output power of solar plants is lower. Despite of this they are a
significant source of renewable energy for the Czech Republic. They have many alternatives
of installations and use in the big or small home size. In 2016 the share of PPP on the gross
electric power production in the CZ was 3 %.
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The amount of energy which we are currently gaining from the overall energy of solar light is
very negligible. Even though the contemporary share of photovoltaic systems on the total
electric power production in the world represents only about 0.01 %. The technologies using
the sunlight have a great potential to grow and the developed countries count on this
renewable energy source in the future. The development in this area is directly proportional to
the development of new applications. Their benefit is mainly in higher energy efficiency.
They are using this inexhaustible energy source – sunlight and during the production they do
not produce any emissions. Thanks to these properties there are currently very popular in the
time of fights against the climate changes. Their main advantage is that they are still not
profit-making due to the panel costs and their lifetime period in spite of the constant
development and efforts.
On the other hand we can observe that the expenditures on the production of photovoltaic
power plants are constantly sinking and maybe there will come a time when there will be no
support needed.
Photovoltaic power plants are justifiably finding their use on the small scale – their
installation on the roofs of family houses, shops or factories for their own use, as well as on
the scale of power systems.
Advantages and disadvantages of photovoltaic power plants
Advantages








endless energy source,
low operation costs,
undemanding operation,
low failure rate,
easy and fast installation,
no emissions and other pollutants,
energetic self-sufficiency and environment friendliness.

Disadvantages









the installation is not profitable everywhere, placement and roof decline, orientation,
high acquisition costs of accumulators, when an island installation is needed,
climate conditions are not ideal in the Czech Republic,
lifelong period does not exceed 30 years so far,
very changeable power generation,
need to be supported by grants,
used panels need to be destroyed in the future,
in some cases the installations are made on arable land.
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According to Energy Regulatory Office in the Czech Republic there were in operation 28 341
solar power plants with the total installation power of 2 127,1 MW to date 30th August 2016.
Almost one half of the above mentioned installation power is made by the sources with the
installation power from 1 to 5 MW. The Czech photovoltaic power plants generated 2.26
TWh of electricity in 2015. That represented roughly 2.7% of the whole brutto electricity
production in the Czech Republic. The largest photovoltaic power plant of the Czech
Republic is Ralsko Solar Park with the installed power of 55.76 MW.
5.4

Biogas - BG

Biogas is formed during decomposing of organic mass without oxygen thanks to bacteria,
yeast cell or fungi. In nature this process is common for example in peatbogs and bottoms of
lakes. The produced biogas contains up to 70% of methane which is the main constituent part
of natural gas. Thus, we can count on biogas as the possible alternative of this non-renewable
fossil source.
Biogas and biogas systems represent energy sources with very positive benefits for
environment protection and they are relatively abundant. In the Czech Republic there were in
operation 576 biogas power stations with the installation power of 360 MW to date 31
December 2016. The share of BPS on the electricity gross production in the CZ was 3% in
2016. Their operators are most often villages, agricultural and industrial companies which this
way ecologically and beneficially process their biological waste in biogas power stations.
Types of biogas power stations:




5.5

agricultural – process only waste from agricultural primary production (this type in
the CZ prevails,
co-fermentation (industrial) – process only or in a certain ratio hazard waste
(slaughterhouse waste, excrements, fat etc.),
municipal – focused on processing municipal biowaste (biowaste from green
vegetation upkeeping, households, dining rooms etc.).
Biomass - BMS

Biomass is a mass which is of organic origin and usually denotes a substance of biological
origin, as the plant biomass grown in soil or water, animal biomass, organic production byproducts or organic waste. Most commonly it is wood, wooden waste or straw.
The biomass burning in modern furnaces in environment-friendly way of energy production
produces very low amount of greenhouse gases in comparison with burning of fossil fuels.
Energetic use of biomass can be generally considered as demanding and appropriate from the
perspective of ecological load minimization. Currently there is mainly burnt the wood waste
biomass in these operations and in lower amount in the form of pellets.
Biomass reaches the highest efficiency when it is used for heat production – more than 90%.
Very often such biomass is used in cogeneration production – the combined production of
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electricity and heat (50-90% efficiency). At the ecological production of electricity the
efficiency is under 50%. Biomass is very often used as a source of electricity and heat power
in households either as wood or in the form of pellets or briquettes which are burnt in special
furnaces.
Electricity and heat production from biomass has had a rising tendency in the CZ in last years.
The growth can be seen with the electricity production from biomass, predominantly thanks to
the operation support of electricity produced in biomass stations. In 2016 there was produced
2 067 GWh from biomass. That is approximately 2 % of the total gross production of
electricity in the CZ.
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6

Accumulation of produced energy

The accumulation of electricity is a process when at the beginning the electricity is stored into
a technical device. There it is stored for a certain time and subsequently it is supplied back to
the power system or directly to the end-use consumer. This process also enables to overcome
the time or geographic differences between the production and consumption on a big as well
as small scale.
Its use covers a wide range of power industry systems from the centralized systems up to the
autonomous areas and objects. In the past there were the sources which enable the energy
accumulation installed predominantly for the purpose to use variable demands for the energies
and for the support of development of power plants using the renewable power sources with
variable production from photovoltaic and wind power plants. Therefore, in time of power
surplus there is necessary to accumulate the power for its later use in time of power shortage
and this way to balance the differences between the peak and off-peak offtake and to cover
the energy peaks in the distribution grid.
The more needed is the accumulation of energy in the area of island systems (the systems not
connected to the power distribution grid) because here is the decisive factor the effectivity of
the whole system.
Use of accumulation in DS




6.1

Accumulation as a commercial activity (activity with a license),
Accumulation as a part of electric power production and offtake place, it is not a
business with accumulation,
Accumulation as a technical device for balancing of the voltage ratios in the LV and
MV grids run by a distributor.

Basic types of accumulation

With respect to principles
Physical principle - technologies which use the change of potential or kinetic energy for
accumulation.
Chemical principle - technologies which use the reversible reactions of electrode materials
with the ions of electrolyte for storing energy.
With respect to the initial power output



for the initial high power output (for example a battery),
for a high specific capacitance (a pumped storage plant, a compressed air energy
storage (CAES).
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Forms of accumulation
Technology
of
electric power
accumulation

Electrochemical

Electrical

Mechanical

Thermal

Chemical

Classical
accumulators
with
electrolytes

Super
capacitators

PSP (pumped
storage
plant)

Natural
materials

Hydrogen

SMES - supra
conductive
technologies

CAES
(compressed
air)

Bateries
(Li -ion, Lipol, Li-Fe, Ni
- Mh etc.

REDOX
system

Modern
melted salts

Flywheels

Biofuels

Syntetic
methane

Fuel cells

From the technical point of view it is optimal if the accumulation is placed as close as
possible to the place of production. Some modifications of the LV, MV, HV systems will
enable with a certain reserve to transfer out the required power. The accumulation will
provide a possibility to transfer out the power, but the use of accumulation on the
electrochemical principle is currently limited by the lifelong period of the accumulators which
as a consequence makes this variant for the DS more disadvantaged from the financial and
operational point of view. Nevertheless, with respect to the development in this area there can
be expected a more massive use of this technology in the following years.
There has been developing also other technologies (for example super capacitators, fuel cells,
REDOX) which have their indisputable advantages in contrast to the classical accumulators
but their high price is preventing them from more use, but with coming of the new large-scale
production these new technologies could mean a futher advance in using accumulation in the
DS.
6.2

Possibilities of electric power accumulation in the CZ

Up to now there has actually been used only one means of accumulation in the CZ, namely
pumped-storage hydropower plant. By the end of 2017 it will have been changed when the EON group finishes the installation of battery accumulation system SIESTORAGE with the
capacity of 1 MWh in the premises of the distribution point Mydlovary 110/22 kV. It is the
first installation with such a capacity range in the CZ.
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Battery accumulation system SIESTORAGE
Thanks to the price development of the high-capacity batteries there can be seen their more
common use for electricity accumulation in the electrical grid. The container solution
SIESTORAGE (Siemens Energy Storage) used for the distribution point Mydlovary (E-ON)
uses the newest Siemens technologies which have been being developed right for this
application. The supplied SIESTORAGE will currently have the capacity of 1 MWh and it
will be places in two containers. In the first container there will be one MV distribution board
of 22 kV (8DJH type) and one transformer of 1250 kVA. In the second container there will be
installed the Li-ion batteries which are integral to the supplies, the Battery Management
System, voltage converters, control systems, Energy Management System, systems for
charging their own offtake and other auxiliary systems providing safe operation of the devices
for the whole lifelong time. E-ON has been considering the extension of the pilot project of
energy accumulation up to the capacity of 10 MWh at the distribution point Mydlovary in the
future.
Electromobility as a form of accumulation
With regard to the electromobility development there can be expected a gradual use of the
concept “Vehicle to home” when the customer uses a part of the battery capacity for the
accumulation of the own production surpluses. An alternative can represent a station for the
battery change in electric cars. From the PDS point of view these stations should represent a
rather big accumulation element (with input power in hundreds of kW or even MW and the
capacity unit MWh) which could provide balancing of the energy balance.
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7

Communication technologies for SG

Control of the transmission and distribution systems is currently supported by the technical
instruments for processing of commands, signals, analogue measuring, protection and
automation, placed on the objects intended for production and distribution of electric power,
and technical tools for monitoring, the control of production and operation of the transmission
and distribution grid which are placed in the control centres (technical dispatching). The
information transmission between these two basic levels of control is provided by the
telecommunications network which in the recent past was made by the individual subject on
the grounds of possibilities defined by the Energy Act– producers, PPS and PDS.
From the conception of SG emerges a massive use of control and monitoring elements into
the MV grids (roughly in ten thousands or hundred thousands), including the RES, that means
to the points which have been placed in terms of the electrical grid and in terms of terrain.
The condition for successful control of SG, which is formed by a high number of sources and
by a multiple higher number of offtake places, is critically dependent on the type and number
of delivered data from the sources and appliances of power.
The conception of SG for the power industry counts on the communication on the level of
transformers and on the communication by means of the smart metering up to the level of
offtake points. For providing of the communication up to these levels it is necessary to have a
high degree of support by information and communications technologies.
7.1

Communications technology - types

Depending on the location of offtake points there should be chosen the most suitable type of
communication with a superordinate system. Different transmission technologies use for data
transmission various means. Every technology has its advantages and shortages and for these
reasons there are combined the available communications technologies in SG to try to
optimize them according to the place and offtake possibilities in the grid.
The contemporary experience from the pilot projects in the CZ and abroad clearly shows that
in case of SG realizations there will be the crucial point of the whole matter a reliable, robust,
sufficiently fast and energy undemanding communication infrastructure. For this reason there
must be very carefully approached the search for a suitable solution.
The overall configuration of SG data network can be divided into the transport (backbone)
and access part of the grid. The transport grids are mostly based on a fibre-optic or broadband
communication. These grids enable to transmit large volumes of data between different
geographical points. There is a problem how to get to the end device by using these transport
grids. Therefore there is an effort to build up some new access network to cover all end SG
devices.
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Basic summary of all possible means of communication for SG

Power line
transmission
Optic cables
Metallic
cables

I.

Participating

II.

High-voltage

III.

Low-voltage

 AON (Active Optical
Network)
 PON (Passive Optical
Network)
 HDSL, xDSL etc.
 ISDN
 Narrowband PLC
 Broadband BPL
 Cable TV
 Modems

Fibre-optic transmission lines are characterized by the required reliability to transmit the
data. For the data transmission there are used optical fibres which by means of light transmit
the signals in the direction of its lengthwise axis. Optical fibres are widely used in
communications where make possible to transmit data at longer distances (backbone
connections of distribution points, connections at long distances) and at higher transmission
speeds than other forms of communication. The fibres are used instead of metal conductors
because the signals are transmitted with lower losses and at the same time the fibres are
immune to electromagnetic interference. That is the reason why the optical lines can be laid
down close to some high voltage power lines, transformers etc. The biggest disadvantage of
optical fibres lies in their high purchase costs. Formation of a wide SG infrastructure with use
of optical connections is very financially demanding.
Despite of the above mentioned disadvantages this technology has a huge meaning for
construction of SG. There has been taken into consideration hanging the optical lines on the
existing supporting points of outdoor LV and HV power lines. There seems to be a
combination of PVC LV or HV power cables and inserted microtubules for fibre optic
transmission lines.
Use of power-line communication (PLC) technologies is obvious in view with the fact that
the grid infrastructure is very developed and therefore there is logical the effort to use it for
data transmission. PLC technology uses for the data transmission electrical power lines where
the data signal is modulated on the transmitted wave. PLC is very favourable for formation of
the access part of SG communications grid for its technical and financial benefits. There can
be used narrowband (NB-PLC) or broadband (BB-PLC) PLC. It is therefore not necessary to
construct a new connection or to form in parallel with the power line an independent
communication grid. From the point of view of access networks PLC represents one of the
most used technologies for Smart Metering in the world.
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The communication via metallic or optical transmission line does always have to be
accessible at all places where is necessary to gain the needed data from. In these localities it is
therefore useful to use wireless technologies.
Wireless
transmissions
Radio
I.

Ground
networks

II.

Point-to-point
communication

III.

Satellite
connections

Optic
(laser)

 2G, 3G, 4G
 WiMax
 Software defined radio
(SDR) in licensed ranges
 RF Mesh – Non-licensed
ISM radio
 IoT - LPWAN
 Point-to-point, PTR
 Point-to-multipoint, DECT
 LEO
 MEO
 GEO
 FSO

One of the suitable technologies for SG is the radio access network which is possible to be
realized by means of radio modems. They operate in the licensed or non-licensed ranges and
their main advantage lies in a large communication reach. However, a closed radio access
network is very financially and operationally demanding solution and besides it is often liable
for weather conditions. Below there are summarized the currently used technologies by our
mobile network operators and the future technologies with some promising parameters.
2G Networks
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) currently covers a rather wide range of
area. This network provides in our country O2, T-Mobile and Vodafone. We can say that in
developed countries the GSM networks run by different operators are accessible almost
anywhere. That makes them ideal for using in various areas, especially in places, where are no
fixed metallic or optical connections or in cases when the volume of transmitted data is not
too high. But there are still some places which are not covered, but there is not any response
guaranteed and the transmission of small data volume is unstable. A disadvantage is also the
unreliability of this communication because the data for conversation are preferred. The
power industry also does not have the influence on the operability and last but not least this
channel is bound to not negligible operational costs.
GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) is a mobile data network which is additional to a
GSM network. It shares with a GSM network the whole radio network part and even some
backbone network elements. We can therefore often meet with the term GSM/GPRS network.
For the GPRS technology there is sometimes also used the term 2.5 generation (2.5G). In the
CZ the GPRS network coverage can be found everywhere where is accessible the GSM
network signal coverage. GPRS is offered in the CZ by O2, T-Mobile and Vodafone.
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EDGE is in fact a slightly modified version of GPRS. The EDGE technology is also called as
2.75 generation technology. That means that it is faster than GPRS.
3G Networks
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) is the best-known successor to 3G
systems. Its advantage is that it enables a simultaneous transmission of voice and picture
during a communication in the network. A disadvantage is that it cannot be applied on the
equipment of GSM networks and there needs to be build up a new system including the
system of transmitters.
4G Networks
Another suitable alternative is LTE (Long Term Evolution) intended for high speed Internet
in mobile networks (a successor to GSM). It is a technology which falls into the 3G standard,
but for the marketing reasons it is called as 4G. The more efficient successor LTE Advanced
will be a full-blown 4G solution. A shortage for using it in the SG conception lies in high
operational costs.
Modern wireless technology WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access)
is a still developing wireless technology which is supposed to substitute the currently
widespread technology based on the specifications IEEE 802.11, known as Wi-Fi, WiMAX in
contrast to IEEE 802.11 offers a wider range, a higher speed and the access control for
sharing. For the present, the high initial costs hinder a bigger use of WiMAX for SG purposes.
An advantage of WiMAX for the SG conception basically lies in the range of signal which is
not interfered even with some intervening obstacles. The radio communication transmitters
can cover approximately 15 km vicinity without a bigger degradation of the stability. Unlike
the common Wi-Fi networks there is not needed a direct visibility on the base station.
The internet of things (IO T) – use for SG
The Internet of things (IoT) means the identification of things and watching their motion on
the Internet. The system IoT is based on using special data protocol which enables efficient
and safe two-way communication of detectors and sensors of various uses.
These technologies are being discussed in connection with the power industry and the
conception of SG. To the typical using there belongs the remote electric meter reading and
other measuring tools, the indication of failure states, watching leaks of liquids or gases,
warning of some calamity states or weather monitoring. By means of the IoT there will be for
example power companies regulate in SG the fluctuations in the power production from
renewable sources caused by weather changes.
Using of the IoT will require a rather higher level than the contemporary communication
technology is on. There will be needed a higher number of connections of smart devices
which will require the data exchange among themselves as well as with the central server.
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The Internet of Things ecosystem includes four basic categories:





its devices,
the communication network,
the platform for saving and processing of collected data,
the software for end users (use of data for the specific purposes).

An important part of the IoT conception forms the special Internet networks. As a very
progressive communication technology seems to be LPWAN (Low-Power Wide Area
Network). It is a data communication network using the wireless technology covering a large
geographical area (towns, regions, countries) to connect a high number of end devices. The
main properties of these technologies are supposed to be the low energy demands and the
affordability of end devices.
There are still not many network providers in the CZ. There are mainly big companies in this
game as Ceske Radiokomunikace which uses the platform LoRa, the company SimpleCell
which in cooperation with T-Mobile works with Sigfox technology. Next big companies
Vodafone and O2 want to provide the network in the standard NB-IoT. Apart from these
biggest operators the IoT connectivity is offered by smaller companies, though so far with a
regional field of activity.
7.2

Communication infrastructure

Communication infrastructure is a key element to the whole network. Without a complex of
corresponding communication tools which form the needed vertical and horizontal bonds
there is not possible the SG concept to be realized. The fundamental condition is the existence
of a communication bond to the backbone communication system of the distribution system.
With respect to sufficient flexibility and usual solutions used in the distribution system this
place is a distribution transformer station of 110kV. This place is a point which can provide
the interconnection of all particular subsystems of individual layers according to their
requirements.
The backbone network mediates beside other things the connection to the SCADA system
(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition). The system SCADA represents the current
models of supervisory and control systems. In the control centres, power stations there can be
even several separate SCADA systems. A SCADA model usually consists of the following
components:






Human Machine Interface (HMI)- an interface for operating the systems with human
beings,
Server – keeps the data and controls other activities,
Remote Terminal Units – remote terminals which transfer the data from local sensors
and resending them to the SCADA server,
PLC units
Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) – sensoric and active elements,
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Communication infrastructure – serves to connection of individual parts.

SCADA serves mainly for information about the state of system. In case of a failure on the
power grid they mostly leave the decision-making processes to people and they do not make
decisions themselves. The interconnection of the SCADA systems with computer networks
leads to the possibility of attacks on these systems and causing of vast damage.
Communication infrastructure is divided into the network segments WAN, MAN and
LAN. The used technologies subsequently correspond to these segments and to the used
technologies for communication and data transmission.
Communication networks WAN (Wide Area Network) serve as a backbone infrastructure
among the individual levels of controlling on the basis of metallic and mainly optical
networks, including wireless communications or communication via power lines. These
networks are used even for communication among the protections on the power lines or for
the communication of distributed generation automation devices.
MAN SG (Metropolitan Area Network Smart Grid) network is also connected to this
backbone network which provides the connection between individual LAN SGs (Local Area
Network Smart Grid) which represent the individual local networks of SG architecture. MAN
SG is typically spread on the level of one Smart region which connects individual local
networks (LAN SGs) which are spread on the smart field level. There can be several smart
fields within a region. Such designed hierarchical structure of data network is highly flexible
and allows easy implementation of new technologies and services.
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Considered communications technology for access and transmission part of SG

7.3

Cybernetic safety of Smart grids

Safety experts in the area of ICT often warn about coming of SG technologies. The reason for
such worries is that the modern technologies are prone to a security breach by groups of
criminals and subsequent misuse of personal data or blackmailing. This could lead to a
destabilization of the grid in some extreme cases. The solution of SGs steps into the crucial
infrastructures of individual countries, therefore, the security question must be solved sooner
than there will start a large-scale implementation of SGs. The security and protection of
communication from individual measuring points (electric, water or gas meters) at end
customers up to the central system is a necessity for the large-scale implementation of SGs.
There is no question about the reality that the electric meters and communication between
them and the centre is a weak spot in SG and SM (smart metering) security. The mere
encoding in this communication is not sufficient and it is therefore important to build up the
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whole security systems with all the key economy. An integral part of remote reading in SM is
implementation of electronic signature.
For solution of SG networks it is therefore necessary to design a complex system to provide
security to transmitted data. It should solve the security of communication between the end
elements, for example between electric meters or other end devices for reading the electric
meter data and the data collection centre.
Types of security breach attacks
A company called Cisco has classified the attacks on data networks into three groups. These
three groups are:





Network lookup (the attacker uses a tool for network operation analysis, this type of
attack is often used before an attack aimed at gaining the access or precedes a DoS
attack),
Unauthorized access to the network (the aim is to steal some sensitive data),
DoS attack (flooding the data network or disrupt communication).

The types of attacks can reveal the intentions of hackers and there are coincidences with the
types and reasons of attacks in SG networks. A big problem is that the attacks on SG
networks can cause severe damage in contrast to the attacks in the area of data networks and
the Internet.
Measures
The protection against the attacks on SG is because of its essence very hard and complicated.
We can work on the experience with the protection of common data networks. Because the
concept SG is still developing and it will be this way for some time, there can not be by any
simple way described all the safety measures against attacks and misusing of communication
SG networks.
We know that as the elementary measure in terms of SG network protection there is necessary
to prevent leaking any specific information from employees and external suppliers
administrating the communication SG networks, to minimize the amount of information about
the data network, about used technologies and the infrastructure of SG. There will be also
fundamental to provide a seemingly non-existing interconnection of SG networks and the
Internet if there is used the Internet connection for example for the data transmission to the
control centre. It is necessary to provide that data to be transmitted encoded.
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8

Control System of mass remote control (HDO)

Mass remote control (HDO) is a system which enables remote controlling of power supplies
on the offtake side. In our country as well as in the world this system has been used more than
50 years and we can consider it as a certain type of smart network or we can consider it as a
predecessor to Smart Grids because it is able to realize by its activity more balanced load
diagram. The mass remote control system can be classified as a set of systems which uses for
signal transmission the power lines as well as grids and it is denoted by the abbreviation PLC
(Power Line Communication).
HDO is by its range and use in terms of the CZ unique in Europe. It is a reliable (reliability is
higher than 99 %) and strong tool used for:





optimal use of networks,
direct offtake regulation,
direct production regulation,
realization of power rates policy.

In the CZ the situation is exceptional in terms of European countries. It has to be mentioned
that the predominant part of the offtake control is realized by this tool. The system HDO is
capable of full operative load control of the electrical grid.
The modern systems HDO are designed as automated all-purpose area network systems which
use in the backbone part the common telecommunication tools (via networks and radio) and
in the access part they use the power distribution network which has the coverage to every
electric power offtake point.
The base of the system forms the generators of HDO signal which are connected in the
distribution networks, usually in the distribution points of 110/22 kV on the side of low
voltage and signal receiver which is at consumers. The control signal from the distribution
points run through the whole network and it is the task of the signal receivers to correctly
identify it and evaluate. For the right functioning of the system it is necessary to choose the
right signal frequency to be interfered as little as possible.
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Structure of access part of modern system HDO
(Source: Jaroslav Svoboda - Systémy hromadného dálkového ovládání)

8.1

Principle of mass remote control (HDO)

By means of HDO the power supplies are regulated by turning-on/off of electrical appliances.
HDO proved to be a suitable and reliable tool for regulation on the side of customers. HDO
can be used in emergency states and for dispatching control of production, renewable energy
sources, that means real and blind/idle power. Most of all devices which are remote controlled
by signal are electrical heating appliances – electric boilers, storage heaters and convection
heaters.
HDO systems use electrical wiring for communication and information transmission. It works
on the principle that there is placed a signal transmitter into every phase from distribution
points (110/22 kV) to the 22 kV networks. The signal transmitter sends the coded impulses on
the fundamental frequency of 50 Hz. In the CZ the signal is most often modulated on the
frequencies 183.33; 216.66; 283.33; 760 and 1060 Hz. Such a signal runs through the
transformers to a customer who has placed a HDO receiver next to the electric meter. At the
beginning the signal served for switching consumption measuring by an electric meter. The
reasons for the implementation of two-rate tariff was an effort to motivate customers to
reduce the network loading in the course of day and to use so called night current (off-peak
current) which was cheaper because of electric power surplus during hours at night.
The term “night current” which has been still used by many people is wrong. The control
HDO signal is transmitted many times in the course of day. Thus, it is right to use the terms
off-peak hours/time and peak hours/time. Switching of appliances in the course of day enables
a better regulation of network load. In normal operation conditions of a network there is the
signal transmitted at some preset moments. However, if there are needed some operational
changes caused by some unexpected circumstances, there can be used HDO for solving of
such situations when some rules are followed.
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The power system operator assigns the HDO commands to individual offtake places with
reading time in order to provide a suitable distribution of consumption in the distribution
network with respect to the area and time. The operator of the distribution system is
authorized to change the preset HDO command according to the needs in order to keep
smooth functioning and the right distribution network loading.
Using of HDO in the future
In the Czech Republic the mass remote control (HDO) systems are currently used by three
power distribution companies – PRE, ČEZ and E-ON. Moreover, the HDO technology is
expected to be used in the future as a parallel system for the new SG technologies. It is
supposed to be used for some quick operative interventions as a prevention and solution of
emergency states of the electrical grid of the CZ.
In the near future the distributors plan to introduce the “multi-rate” HDO system, namely a
system which will have several bands according to the current loading of the electrical grid. A
customer will have a chance to preset individual appliances into the appropriate bands. It can
be demonstrated at a dishwasher. A customer will put this appliance into the band with the
cheapest electric power (when the network is least used). After the appliance is turned on it
waits for the operator signal that the energy price is the lowest. The customer will of course
have a chance to turn on the appliance in time when he needs (in not so favourable time with a
higher electric power price). This state should customers motivate even more to put off the
more demanding consumption till the time when there is energy surplus (there will be even
more the responsibility passed on the customer).
Disadvantages of HDO in comparison to SG
For the really effective control of electric distribution network load we need to have a rather
exact view of expected power consumption chart in the nearest time and the possibility to
remotely switch individual appliances in different regions. Simply said we need to know how
many megawatt hours we can use by a remote command or how big the consumption is going
to be and in which section of electric distribution network. No such information HDO gives
us. We can only roughly expect how many appliances are connected to it.
There is no feedback which would let us know how many heat pumps will be switched in
reality (we can only estimate it according to the temperature in the outside) or how many
boilers will be heating up water (there we really can only rely on guessing). The same way
HDO does not enable more exact switching of load. It can always control only the devices
which have one code and there is a shortage of codes. In contrast SG could be at the place of
offtake and in case of special receivers which cost about a thousand CZK could be even on
the level individual appliances.
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The SG components can determine the expected consumption for next 24 hours (on the basis
of estimation coming out of the real consumption diagrams of an offtake point), the demands
on consumption and possibilities of their time shifting with accumulation appliances and
starting of consumption.
SG offers possibilities to give customers better price for energy used in a certain time. SG can
also increase safety and comfort at offtake places for example by warning in case of some
nonstandard conditions.
The SG architecture provides a higher safety which is primary with electric power systems.
The future SG can use AMM/AMI and other technologies to make the communication
between a distributor and an end customer easier. An owner of roof mounted solar panels for
example from his cell phone can read if there is more advantageous to sell or buy the
electricity.

HDO signal receiver
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9

Intelligent power consumption monitoring (Smart Metering)

Further motivation for the SG implementation is a follow-up of the SG conceptions on the
legislative and regulations of the EU. The system for remote energy consumption reading, so
called smart metering will have been implemented at 80 % of offtake points no longer than by
2020.
A common electric meter continually measures electric power consumption at an offtake
point and the data records into a so called register. Once a year the register is read by a worker
from the distributor, the data are passed on to the customer service system and there is made
out an invoice on their basis. There can not be received any data about the electric power
consumption during a day or week. For the needs of planning and controlling of network there
are used statistical methods with the customers who fall under the category of small
customers, so called normalized consumption model diagrams. However, this “stupid” type of
devices can not be regarded as sufficiently efficient for the implementation of SG conception.
The basic system which can be in fact regarded as a SG component is the system AMR –
Automated Meter Reading. This technology sends the data to a customer from the data
centre where they are processed. These are only remote readings in real time which means it
is only one way communication and an efficient way to provide readings.
AMM – Automated Meter Management is considered as the sophisticated successor to the
AMR system with two-way communication. AMM can not only send the information, but it
can also receive them. This measuring system brings new possibilities as for the range of data
and in administration of an offtake point. It meters the consumption continually, but the data
are recorded into its memory every 15 minutes. Besides, it can evaluate and record “the
quality of supply”, that means overloading, underloading, some deviations from the required
frequency and other values. In the CZ the abbreviation AMM is the synonym for the
intelligent consumption metering.
The newest generation of intelligent consumption metering is AMI – automated metering
infrastructure. In contrast to AMM system there is a change in the control of individual
appliances which is based on the received and sent off data. Contemporarily there is coming a
better support of operation and these systems put greater emphasis on security of the whole
infrastructure against some attacks.
Advantages of intelligent consumption metering in contrast to common use Electric
meters






possibility of remote turning off of an offtake place,
control of price tariffs,
setting of maximal input power,
reduction of rated input power to some minimum (at problematic offtake points),
change of rated capacity,
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9.1

we can remotely reduce the capacity of network to prevent this way an oncoming
threat of disintegration of the electric power system,
we can send some operation and commercial information on the external screen
(turning off, changes of rates, etc.),
it records some attacks, for example a mechanical breach of electric meter or a
magnetic field attack.
Basic components of AMM system

The basic component of AMM technology is a smart meter which includes, apart from
measuring, also a regulation function and functionality of the system for data transmission.
It is necessary to have in mind that the system AMM is technically more complex and brings
into the grid and its parts new technical devices which will need more care, maintenance and
solutions of failures or potential problems with data transmission. The characterization of the
components which are integrated into AMM are below:
Data centre
The central place of a smart metering system is one or more data centres. A data centre is a
high-performance place for collecting great amount of data which are read in real time. It
serves as a data source for other connected modules and for saving the measured values. It
keeps all history of measurement of an operated grid. By the data centre there are controlled
and processed reading of an offtake place and there is made the validation and aggregation of
the data. The centre also monitors, keeps and controls the grid of smart metering devices and
the data concentrators and passes on the data to other IT systems of effected subjects.
Concentrator
It is a component which is usually placed in a distribution transformer station. The
concentrator continually collects data from a smart metering device, records their times and
periodically passes them to the data centre. The concentrator is able to passes the commands
for turning off, displaying messages on a screen and for turning on the power circuits at the
customer according to the type and possibilities of the end element.
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Data concentrator SIEMENS Automated Metering and Information System AMIS
(Source: SIEMENS)

AMIS concentrator is a part of the complete Siemens AMIS solution (Automated Metering
and Information System) for getting offtake data and administration of distribution grids.
The concentrator communicates with the connected end devices AMIS via the LV distribution
power network and makes the communication with the central station. The end devices AMIS
are automatically detected and directed between the data concentrators. Besides the function
of a data node the AMIS DC can take over the function of the automation and remote control.
Intelligent electric meter
The intelligent measuring device (electric meter) is an important element which provides the
direct communication between the power supplier and consumer. Just for illustration we will
give you a list of types for the household and industrial use by the well-known producer
Landis+Gyr:
The intelligent electric meter Landis+Gyr E450 ZCX100 is a system component for
Landis+Gyr AMM solution which includes the following four functions in a single device:





intelligent electric meter,
a tool for multi-utility data collection (data from other power meters, for example gas,
water or heat),
it is a node for two way remote communication,
an interface for the interaction with end user.

Another type is an intelligent electric meter for industry and power industry Landis+Gyr
E650. Directly and indirectly (according to the type) connected electric meters E650 record
active and reactive energy in three-phase four wire and tree wire cable networks (according to
the type and version). The electric meters E650 covers a wide range of specific needs from
commercial electric meters to versatile metering devices with complex complementary
functionality for data taking and flexible control of tariffs of large industrial customers.
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Intelligent household electric meter with an integrated Intelligent electric meter for industry and power
PLC modem Landis+Gyr E450 ZCX100
industry Landis+Gyr E650
(Source: Landys+Gyr)

Disconnector
It is an intelligent metering device which is equipped with a switching element. It can provide
total disconnection of a customer´s offtake point from the voltage of 230/400V.
Limiter
It is a software function of AMM which serve for monitoring of selected value levels, for
example voltage, current, supplied energy, power factor ect.
Data transmission when contractors are used
From intelligent metering devices there is expected the data transmission via PLC/BPL or
GPRS and in the future other technologies.
The use of PLC/BPL is limited by certain limits. From the viewpoint of application there is
possible to extend the in-door systems which provide the connectivity inside flats and houses
and out-door systems which solve connection of a locality (for example connection of smart
electric meters to distribution points).
In case of huge number of electric meters in an area there is suitable to solve the data
collection hierarchically. First to transmit the data to a data concentrator and then to the data
centre. For data collection from electric meters to a centre there is often used the
communication via some high-voltage power lines. If it is used on a higher level of mobile
networks, there is considerably limited the number of terminals and the volume of data.
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Picture of contemporary AMM data transmission in the CZ

9.2

Number of AMM installations in the Czech republic

Electricity distribution companies
ČEZ
E-ON
PRE

Number of AMM installations at offtake
points
38000
15000
3000

With these installations there prevails the communication infrastructure (99%) GPRS, PLC
and BPL
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10 Measuring in DTS and DS (on-line parameters, quality, balance)
There is a claim for the knowledge of electric power distribution behaviour on the lowvoltage level with regard to the gradual implementation of SGs and the increase in number of
connected decentralized electric power sources into the distribution system together with
rising tendency to enhance the reliability and quality of electric power supply. There is
especially needed to know the amount and direction of electric power flows, the real amount
of technical and untechnical loses and the quality of supplied electric power.
10.1 Measuring in DTS
Distribution transformer stations (DTS) are points where electric power is transformed from
the MV level to the LV level and the elementary starting point of some LV network
arrangement. A part of DTS is a distribution box equipped with some protective components
whose task is to distribute the electric power to individual LV outputs. To the LV power line
there are connected the customers who currently and mainly in the future do not have to be
customers, but producers. In such cases there are installed four quadrant electric meters on the
interfaces between the network and a customer. They are complemented with a remote
communication (PLC, GSM) which makes the precondition for regulation of consumption
and distributed generation in the future.
The installation of metering devices into DTS will help the operator of distribution system in
the sphere of development of networks, with connecting of decentralized energy sources and
with operative control or evaluation of operation.
Elements of metering in DTS
The fundamental metering element in a DTS is transformer. It would be ideal if there were
measuring on the LV as well as MV side. For the metering realization on the MV level there
are generally used split core current transformers whose installation into DTSs is unprofitable.
Thus, there is rather used measuring on the MV side.
On the LV outputs from transformers there are measured line-to-neutral and line-to-line
voltages and phase currents:



Measuring of voltage, including the voltage quality parameters, primarily shows the
state of voltage on the MV level at the point of installation of the transformer.
Measuring of phase currents primarily shows the consumption and production of
electric power in the connected LV network.

Measuring of the LV electric parameters has in summary a comparable meaning as the
measuring on the higher voltage levels. An advantage is a high number of measuring points
and overall lower acquisition and operation costs.
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Metering instrument MEGA
MEgA a.s. is a company from Brno which is an important supplier of measuring instruments
in the field of power industry. It makes and supplies measuring devices of their own
construction used for metering mostly on the distribution networks and local distribution
power systems.
Contemporary development of microelectronics and communication technology enables to
develop monitors which unify all needed metering functions on the LV level into one unit
(universal monitor) and the measured data are remotely transmitted into the data centre. The
most used monitors and their functions will be described in the following chapter.
Universal energy meter MEg40+
It is a three-phase measuring instrument and recorder of voltage, currents and powers. It is
primarily used in transformer stations on the secondary side of transformers. Via the
communication unit it is possible to remotely transmit measured data to the dispatching and to
the database. The long-term data are used for example for planning the development of
network, load monitoring of a transformer, for approval of new offtake connections,
respectively sources. In the Czech Republic there have been installed over 20 000 of these
instruments and it is the most used measuring device for DTSs.

Installation of the universal energy meter MEg40+ in a transformer of DTS
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Wiring of the instrument MEg40+ (Universal energy meter)
(Source: MEgA – Measuring Power Apparatus, plc.)

Compact monitor MEg70
It is a single-phase recorder of voltage, current and power output. It is used for some
additional complementation of measurements in the existing transformers and in the
distribution boxes of small sizes. It is constructed for the possibility of live-working
installation right on the power cable.

Single-phase Compact monitor MEg70

Installation of a Compact monitor MEg70 into an existing distribution
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box

Installation of a Compact monitor Meg70 into an existing distribution box in a lattice network (Source: MEgA Measuring Power Apparatus, plc.)

Output feeder monitor set MEg71
It is a three-phase measuring tool and recorder of voltage, currents and power outputs. It is
installed under the fuse disconnectors and the disconnectors in transformer stations or in
distribution boxes. It is mainly used with newly produced distribution boards, for monitoring
the output feeders to customers, including the signalization of fuse condition.

Installation of a linear encoder Meg71 on the bus-bar
of DTS distribution board

Way of charging
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Connection of an output feeder monitor set Meg71 including communication and charging unit
(Source: MEgA - Measuring Power Apparatus, plc.)
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11 Automated elements in the distribution network
The aim of distribution system automation is to achieve automatic or controlled locating of
the section affected by a failure so that in case of fault there will be provided the power
supply to the highest possible number of customers. The successful automation will bring the
increased reliability of power supplies in case of network failures.
11.1 Simplified topology of the LV networks
There is no less important to choose the right type of distribution system for doing
construction, reconstruction or alteration. When designing a system it is needed to take into
account the benefits and economy of the constructed network with respect to the population
density and number of take-off points.
Radial network
It is one of the simplest distribution networks. The power lines run out of one distributing
point. Every feeder (ray) stands-alone and they cannot be interconnected. It is one of the
cheapest ways of distribution, but the reliability of power supplies in case of faults is the
lowest because there always happens to be the power failure in the whole ray. The power
supply outage can last even for several hours. This network type is advantageous to be used
only in thinly populated areas when it comes to the gradual implementation of SGs.
Loop/Ring network
The single network feeders (rays) are always run the way that they could be interlaced. In
common use they are used not interlaced which means it is like with a radial network. In case
of a fault it is possible to connect the rays and the power supply is provided by this from the
other side of power supply. Thanks to this it is possible in case of overloading of one feeder to
re-route a part of the load to another feeder which is not that loaded and this way to provide
the balanced network loading. Using of this network is in terms of SG implementation more
beneficial than using a radial network. Using of these networks is very advantageous for
villages and small towns or production plants. Operation of these networks is very transparent
and undemanding, but at the same time they are more expensive than radial networks because
they need to be mutually connected.
An alternative is a multi-branch feeder system which is similar to a loop network, but its
individual loops are mutually interconnected. There is increased the reliability of supplies and
shortened the time of a fault, but the expenditures are a bit higher.
Classical mesh network
It is a cable network which is supplied from several substations. The cable lines of the same
cross-section are connected at the places of crossing (distribution boxes) into the nodes with
the fuses with slow time-current characteristics which are the same in all the boxes. If there
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happens to be a fault between two nodes, the current is divided and the fuse on the cable with
the fault reacts in the shortest time. This way there is put out of operation only the fault part of
the power line. If there is a fault on the MV side, the short circuit current flows into the place
of short-circuit not only from the MV side, but also from the LV side and that is unacceptable.
Thus, there are the directional relays on every side of the LV transformer switch which gives
a signal to disconnect the faulty feeder in case that there flows the power from LV into MV.
The faulty feeder is also turned off from the MV side, but the network is still powered. Due to
high costs the network is mainly used in bigger towns and densely populated areas.
Simplified mesh network
The mesh network with a simplified mesh layout (with places of “weak bonds”) is suitable
from the reliability point of view for localities with higher population density. It is not
financially that demanding (in contrast to a mesh network). It forms interconnected network
where is provided the parallel operation of MV/LV distribution transformer stations. Between
the secondary distribution boards of DTS there are power lines which form stand-alone
electrical circuits and they are secured by power fuses in the DTS. The places with a weak
bond are protected by fuses (weak bond = a place on power line which is charged from both
sides and theoretically there flows no current). The fuse of weak bonds should be 2x – 3x
lower capacity than the fuse in a DTS. There should be no other fuses on such a power line. In
case of a fault there should react selectively the fuses of weak bonds and the relevant fuse in a
DTS and there should be cut off only the parts of the fault power line. If we want to make
such a network automated, we use the remote controlled switching and protective elements
instead of standard fuses.
11.2 Automation of LV networks
The automation of LV networks needs in comparison to common operations some
fundamental changes. There is especially important the type of network, a plan for widening
of the current network, some connection adaptations in the network and equipping with the
automatic components which are in most case placed in the cable boxes. It is about the
following adaptations and components:







integration of the network into the control system and formation of suitable
communication infrastructure,
remote-control circuit breakers,
communication modules and sources,
fault indicators,
controllable network transformers (CNT) (they solve the problems with the quality of
voltage),
voltage and current sensors.
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Remote-controlled circuit breakers
Currently there are planned to be used some LV remote-control circuit breakers in some
specific areas. They are the central circuit breakers which are equipped with motor drive
units. An example of motor drive unit is in mesh networks. E-ON operates a mesh network
this way in the location Brno-middle where is also installed the protection against feeding-in
which serves for the disconnection of LV level from the MV level in case of a failure on the
MV level. Simply said, the feed-in protection turns off the power circuit breaker in case that
there is exceeded the set feed-in level (of reverse power flow, namely from the LV into the
HV level). For restarting there is the LOGO device which after fulfilling the set parameters
turns on the circuit breaker again.
Within the pilot tests there will be renewed a part of the mesh network in Brno-Bohunice area
where will installed not only feed-in protection, but also in the distribution transformers there
will be also signalized the state of fuses on the LV feeders and the LV feeders will be
measured. At the same time there will be all data transmitted remotely on the server for
visualization.

A circuit breaker OEZ BH630 with overcurrent
releases, motor drives, auxiliary switches and
connecting sets (Source: OEZ)

Motor drive ABB for circuit breakers T6
(Source: ABB)
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A modern remote controlled cable box for SG equipped with a motor controlled circuit breakers ABB and with
a communication unit and other equipment

Under-load regulated distribution transformer
Changing directions of power flow as well as variation of load and voltage on the network
represent a huge strain on the technology of transformers. The most prone to an undesirable
operational state appearance are LV networks. Primarily it can be the power-line flicker,
overload, voltage drops and harmonic voltage. It can be solved by a regulatory intervention in
the transformers by means of resseting the taps, but on common devices it is necessary to do
these operations in no-voltage state by switching at the place in person and it can be very
financially and time demanding. One of the solutions is to install some regulated under-load
tap-changing transfomers. An example is a recently presented transformer SIEMENS
FITformer® REG. The regulated distribution transformer FITformer REG enables to control
the taps on the secondary winding in under load state and it offers several ways of regulation:
the manual control based on the values measured directly on the transformer and the remote
control which uses our control algorithm or directly the control system SCADA.
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Siements distribution transformer FITformer® REG
(source: http://www.siemens.cz/energo/)

Grid fault indicators
Measuring devices intended for detection of fault states. It is possible to detect some fault
states on outdoor power lines as well as on cable power lines. The indicators record the
particular fault state, direction, or eventually the area of origin. By the identification they help
to remove some problems faster.
Fuse state indicator MEg72
It is used for the state signalization of a blade fuse on which it is installed. It is used in
distribution stations and distribution boards. If the fuse is burnt out, there is send a signal to
the dispatching. It enables fast knowledge of a fault at the dispatching and subsequent fast
repair and restoring of power supplies. It is used also in mesh networks where it makes the
regular inspection of fuses easier.
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Fuse state indicator
MEg72

Wiring diagram of fuse state indicator Meg72 with a charging and communication
unit

Installation of fuse state indicator MEg72 into a distribution board
(Source: MEgA - Measuring Power Apparatus, plc.)

11.3 Automation of medium voltage grids
In the construction of SGs there are playing an important role the medium voltage grids (in
the CZ 10, 22 and 35 kV). Nowadays we know that only renovation or alteration of present
devices to the new “more intelligent” will not be sufficient. There will be needed to take into
consideration other possibilities as to higher the number of cable outlets, placing cables and
other measures. There will especially be needed a higher automation on the level of MV. That
means to install the failure indicators into a chosen power lines sections, remote controlled
pole mounted switches and reclosers. These devices can effectively help with the regulation
of electrical power flows or in case of a failure to selectively disconnect only the faulty grid
sections and this way to significantly reduce the number of customers effected with cut off
power supply.
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With respect to the fact that on the level of MV in the CZ there absolutely predominate
outdoor power lines we will mainly deal with the problematics of automation in these
distribution systems in the following chapter.
RCS - Remote controlled pole mounted switches
RCSs are the components of the distribution grid by which can be remotely controlled its
operational state, most of all there can be delimited the relevant section of medium-voltage
power line. In terms of the preparations for SGs there is coming to the modernization of MV
distribution grid and RCSs are gradually replacing the traditional manual control. The gradual
implementation of RCS has a great impact regarding the improvement of the manipulation
speed, flexibility and adaptability of the grid when there needs to be solved some sudden
operative and failure situations. Thanks to this there is cut down the time when the customers
are restricted because of a failure. RCS must make possible switching from a place and its
manual emergency control.
Components of RCS
Control box
The brain of the whole RCS system is the control box (placed on a supportive point) with
electromechanical drive unit and control electronic devices which receive the commands from
the control centre (dispatching). The control box is also equipped with an accumulator for the
possibility of controlling in case of a power supply failure. For the case that the temperature
would sink (ca 2-3 C°) there is the control unit in the box which can automatically switch on
the box heating.
Position sensor
The remote control disconnectors are equipped with a position sensor for signalization of the
device state ON/OFF which is independent of the drive unit state and that is important for the
safety and reliability of operation.
Outdoor mV disconnector – pole mounted switch
The outdoor disconnectors are placed on a supportive point in various positions and
arrangements. The disconnectors can be controlled manually or by a motor drive unit without
some radical interventions into the power line and that is from the implementation of SGs
point of view very advantageous and efficient.
Communication
Pole mounted switch can be controlled by several types of communication:



radio network – for transmission there are used predominantly frequencies in data
ranges of 80MHz and 450MHz,
network GSM-GPRS,
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optical or communication cables – are used mainly with the transformer stations where
is brought the given communication cable. An advantage is the absolute reliability.

Power supply transformer
A power supply transformer serves as a power supply for the control boxes of RCSs and for
the measuring of voltage. There are used single phase two pole insulated transformers for
MV. They are situated on a steel console under the power line and they form a set together
with a MV surge arrester (varistor) for a higher reliability.

Hot clamp of live working

Outdoor disconnector DRIBO Fla 1597

Power supply transformer

Control box

Remote controlled pole mounted switch DRIBO on a power line of 22 kV
(Source: DRIBO, spol. s r.o.)
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IS - intelligent pole mounted switch
IS – operates on the same principal as a RCS. The main difference is in the possibilities of
these devices. The intelligent switches can also serve for dividing the grids by remote
manipulation of a dispatcher. Besides, they can also record the flow of failure current and
subsequently count running power cycle of restoring the operation.
A well-known successor to IS in the CZ is Fla 15/6400 AE by DRIBO. It is equipped with a
mechanism with accumulated power and electronic system which provides turning off of the
disconnector in the potential free time which follows after an unsuccessful restoring the
operation. By this there is disconnected the fault part of power line and subsequent restoring
operation turns on only the part which is not in failure. In fact there is reduced the duration of
failure on the “healthy” power line parts. The disconnector is able to report on the
intervention of the electronic system and automatic turning off by GSM network, namely by a
SMS or by direct call with a given phone number.

Intelligent pole mounted switch Fla 15/6400 AE
(Source: DRIBO, spol. s r.o.)

Recloser
Recloser is a device which is placed on the supportive points of a MV power line. It is an
autonomous switch equipped with measuring elements, with a control unit and a system for
data transmission. Its function lies in the protection of sections behind the place of its
installation. Because it disposes of the function of switcher and also protection, the
disconnection of fault section happens immediately from the point of view of power supply
continuity. That is very advantageous for customers in the section up to the recloser because
the power supply is not broken. The recloser provides a selectivity which would be hard to
achieve without using a protection on the outlets of a transformer, for example in case of a
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long outlet. The control system of the recloser also enables the coordination activities of more
remote controlled elements, as for example a RCS.
In the CZ there has proved to be useful in practice a gas-filled GVR Recloser Hawker
Siddeley Switchgear with vacuum chambers by DRIBO. This type represents a combination
of high-reliable interruption of electric arc in vacuum with controlled environment with high
dielectric strength of SF6, filled in a compact unit. The GVR must have an auxiliary power
supply source. A great operation advantage is that the recloser GVR is maintenance-free up to
10 years or up to 10 000 operations between services.

GVR recloser on the supportive points of MV power lines
(Source: DRIBO, spol. s r.o.)

Faulted circuit indicator (FCI)
A fault indicator is an element which has an ability to recognize a fault of current flow in the
power line. This information can be signalized remotely to the dispatching, but there is also
usually used the visual signalization by the light beacons or colour signs which signalizes a
fault section and makes it easier to localize the place of fault.
Indicator of a short circuit current flow of outdoor MV power lines
The device Navigator – LM by the German company HORSTMANN is an electronic
indicator of short circuit current flow and it is equipped with self-adjusting load-dependent
control of the trip current level. The maximum load current sampled by the indicator is kept in
the memory for the time at least 72 hours. Thus, the indicator is optimally adapted to the
monitored grid, even if low load is currently present. In the device there is a build-in battery
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control. If the battery capacity decreases from initial 400 to 50 hours, the yellow LED light
starts flashing for a period of 6 months.
The version of Navigator-LM Radio always operates in connection with the receiver, namely
with Radio Reporter 2.0 which is installed on power line poles. If the Navigator indicates
short circuit current flow, it sends a signal to the receiver and at the same time starts the
Navigator flashing.
Radio receiver enables processing of information from several Navigators. It evaluates the
special radio signals as for example impulses to delete or battery state.
Radio Reporter 2.0 serves for collection and further transmission of signals about the shortcircuit currents from Navigator-LM Radio via the transmitter at short distances. In the built-in
receiver of Radio Reporter 2.0 there are the reports from Navigator LM Radio processed. The
received reports are transmitted by the two-way data transmission to the dispatching.
Short-circuit and earth fault indicator
They are indicators of earth-faults and short-circuit currents as MEg61 which is designed to
indicate the sections of overhead MV networks with an earth contact or a short circuit. The
indicator Meg61 is installed mainly at the point of MV power line and RCS from which it is
supplied and at the same time there are used the tools of remote communication for
transmission the information about the state of power line.
Meg61 is also delivered in a stand-alone plastic box equipped with the power source and the
accumulator which is charged from the secondary source of metering transformer or from the
grid or from the solar panels. There can be used the GPRS tools of the GSM network or the
tools of radio communication for two-way remote data transmission.

Indicator of short circuit current flows
NAVIGÁTOR - LM

Electromagnetic field sensor for MEg61
(Source: MEgA - Measuring Power Apparatus, plc.)
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Electromagnetic field sensor

Photovoltaic panel for backup charging

MEg61 indicator box eqquiped with a
communication unit and an
accumulator

MEg61 indicator of ground connections and short circuit currents on a 22 kV overhead power line
(Source: MEgA - Measuring Power Apparatus, plc.)
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